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ABSTRACT Medical data security is facing great challenges in medical applications due to the open internet
and the semi-trusted cloud. For the sake of privacy protection and the security of medical images, this
paper proposes a secure and high visual-quality framework for medical images. In this framework, a novel
reversible data hiding (RDH) based on lesion extraction embeds privacy data into medical images for privacy
protection and image quality improvement, homomorphic encryption based on chaotic map encrypts images
for medical image security. The experiments have shown that the proposed framework increases the security
of medical data and improves the visual quality of medical images significantly. The proposed RDH in this
framework outperforms the other RDH methods with contrast enhancement and the proposed encryption
scheme increases image security well.

INDEX TERMS Reversible data hiding, homomorphic encryption, contrast enhancement, security, medical
images.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, medical imaging clouds, telemedicine and telem-
atics services play a significant responsibility in the growth of
the medical industry. These medical applications bring great
benefits to people. However, there are great challenges for
medical data security in medical applications simultaneously.
Due to the semi-trusted cloud and the open internet, medical
data including of medical records and images is constantly
threatened by illegal activities. These data containing sen-
sitive patients’ information is easy to become the target of
attackers, resulting in medical data leakage. What is more,
malicious attacks for medical images may interfere with
doctors’ diagnosis. The security of medical data is seriously
threatened. Therefore, a secure scheme for medical data is
desired in medical applications extremely.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Carmelo Militello.

Reversible data hiding (RDH) is a data hiding technique
that can recover the original image without any distortion
after the embedded data is extracted from the marked image.
At present, there are already many classic algorithms, such
as lossless compression [1], difference expansion [2], [3] and
histogram shifting [4], [5]. For improving the quality of
images, RDH methods with contrast enhancement are pro-
posed later. This important technique is applied to images
with high quality, such as the medical image. Wu et al. [7]
expanded the peak-pairs of gray histogram to embed data to
enhance image’s contrast, and they improved image prepro-
cessing to achieve the high payload later [8]. On the basis of
histogram shifting, Gao et al. [9] added wavelet domain to
embed data. Yang et al. [10] prioritized to embed data into
the texture region by prediction errors histogram. For medical
images, there are existing RDH methods based on region
of interest (ROI) segmentation, such as adaptive thresh-
old detector (ATD) and Otsu. Gao et al. [11] adopted his-
togram shifting to embed data into ROI which was segmented
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FIGURE 1. The traditional framework combining RDH with encryption.

by Otsu. Yang et al. [12] adopted histogram shifting to
embed data respectively into region of interest and region of
non-interest (NROI) which were segmented by ATD. In fact,
RDH based on ROI used threshold segmentation methods to
segment an image into foreground and background. However,
the lesion area is an important basis for doctors to make a
diagnosis. So, RDH methods based on lesion extraction and
with obvious contrast enhancement are desired for medical
images.

Inspired by the need of image security and data protection,
reversible data hiding combined with encryption [13]–[15]
emerged. Reversible data hiding combined with encryption
not only protects the hidden data, but also ensures the security
of cover images, which achieves data protection and image
security. As shown in Fig.1, the traditional framework is
a way of RDH after encryption, which applies to natural
images which will be uploaded into the cloud. The user is
unwilling to expose their sensitive data or private informa-
tion of the image to untrusted channels or cloud. Hence,
the image is encrypted into unintelligible ciphertext data by
encryption. On the cloud, some additional data is need to be
embedded into images for cover authentication or content
integrity verification. At present, the scheme of reversible
data hiding in encrypted image has two frameworks [16]: one
is vacating room before encryption (VRBE), and the other is
vacating room after encryption (VRAE). In the framework
of VRBE, the image is first preprocessed to vacate room.
Then, image is encrypted and data is embedded into the
room which has been vacated. Ma et al. [17] first emptied
out room by embedding LSBs of some pixels into other
pixels with histogram shifting of prediction errors. Then,
data is embedded into the vacating room after encryption.
Zhang et al. [18] proposed that the original imagewas divided
into the encryption region and the embedding region firstly.
Then the embedding process and the encryption process

were performed separately. Cao et al. [19] vacated room
to embed data by representation of sparse coding before
encryption. In the framework of VRAE, the image is first
encrypted, then data is embedded into encrypted domain.
Zhang et al. [20] embedded data into the vacating room
which was vacated by flipping least significant bits (LSBs) of
pixels in each encrypted block. Hong et al. [21] ameliorated
Zhang’s method at the decoder side by using a different esti-
mation equation and side match technique. Zhang et al. [22]
embedded data into the encrypted image by using cipher-text
compression. Puteaux et al. [23] proposed a RDH method
based on most significant bit (MSB) prediction to embed data
into encrypted images. Wu et al. [24] proposed RDH based
on difference expansion and histogram shifting to embed data
into the encrypted domain.

The traditional framework of RDH after encryption (Fig.1)
solves the problem about image security and data protection
effectively. Different from natural images, the data embedded
into a medical image is not limited to information about
owner and authentication, and also includes patient’s records
consisting of diagnostic reports, vital signs, and other infor-
mation. Besides, the data related to patients also needs to
be transmitted or stored as a file. What is more, it involves
a great deal of privacy and is easier to be leaked. Hence,
we propose a new framework of RDH before encryption
as shown in Fig.2. Data should be first embedded into the
correspondentmedical images to protect patients’ privacy and
match its medical image, which also can save space in storage
and transmission. In addition, the visual quality of medical
images can be improved well by contrast-enhancement RDH.
Then, marked medical images are encrypted to ensure the
security of image content before they are uploaded or trans-
mitted. If users refuse to upload an medical image or privacy
data into the cloud, just do the first step of the proposed frame-
work: embed privacy data into the medical image to prevent
privacy leaks. Meanwhile, the quality of marked image is
improved for observing. In a word, the proposed framework
is more suitable for medical images to increase the security of
medical data and improve visual quality of medical images in
medical applications, such as picture archiving and commu-
nicating system, hospital information system, telemedicine,
medical imaging clouds, telematics medical services and so
on. The main contributions of this framework include two
aspects:
• Propose a secure and high visual-quality framework for
medical images. Different from the traditional frame-
work of RDH in encrypted images, the proposed frame-
work is a way of RDH before encryption for privacy
protection and image security in medical applications.

• Propose RDH based on lesion extraction and homo-
morphic encryption based on chaotic map in the frame-
work. The proposed RDH not only enhances contrast for
the lesion area but also increases the embedding rate.
The proposed encryption scheme protects images from
attacks. Experiments have shown that the proposedRDH
is better than other contrast-enhancement RDHmethods
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FIGURE 2. The proposed framework for medical images.

FIGURE 3. Diagram of the proposed framework.

in the lesion area and the proposed encryption scheme
can increase image security well.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the details of the proposed framework. Experimen-
tal results and analysis are shown in Section III. Finally,
conclusion is presented in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED METHOD
Aim at increasing the security of medical data and improving
the visual quality of medical images, this paper proposes a
secure and high visual-quality framework for medical images
by contrast-enhancement reversible data hiding and homo-
morphic encryption. Fig.3 illustrates the diagram of the pro-
posed framework.

The proposed framework consists of four stages as Fig.3:
RDH based on lesion extraction, image encryption, image
decryption, extraction and recovery. At the sending end, pri-
vacy data is first embedded into the image by RDH based
on lesion extraction to protect patient’s privacy and improve
image quality. And, the marked medical image is encrypted

by encryption to increase security of medical images. Then
encrypted medical images are uploaded or transmitted safely.
At the receiving end, the encrypted image can be decrypted
with secret key to obtain marked images with contrast
enhancement. Finally, privacy data can be extracted com-
pletely and the medical image can be recovered losslessly by
the third party with right.

A. REVERSIBLE DATA HIDING BASED ON LESION
EXTRACTION AND WITH CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT
To protect patients’ privacy and improve the visual quality of
medical images, RDH based on lesion extraction and with
contrast enhancement is proposed in this framework. This
section introduces the proposed RDH in detail.

In medical images, the lesion area is an important basis
of diagnosis and requires high image quality for diagnosis.
The non-lesion area does not contain the key information and
the pixel range of non-lesion area is so monocular that it can
embed high-capacity data. Thus, we use different RDHmeth-
ods to embed privacy data into the lesion and non-lesion area
respectively for privacy protection after lesion extraction,
which achieves not only image quality improvement but also
high embedding capacity. Fig.4 illustrates the diagram of the
proposedRDH. Firstly, the lesion area is extracted by distance
regularized level set evolution (DRLSE) and the rest area is
the non-lesion area. Secondly, privacy data is embedded into
the lesion area preferentially by improved histogram shifting
method to enhance the contrast of medial image’s lesion area.
Lastly, the rest of data is embedded into the non-lesion area
by the high-capacity embedding method to achieve the higher
payload.

1) LESION EXTRACTION
At present, there are existing RDH methods based on ROI
segmentation, such as ATD and Otsu, for medical images.
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FIGURE 4. Diagram of the proposed RDH scheme.

FIGURE 5. The process of lesion extraction.

Those methods based on threshold segmentation are used to
segment an image into foreground regarded as ROI and back-
ground regarded as NROI. In fact, doctors first distinguish
between the normal and abnormal area of medical images
after observing. Then, they analyze the lesion characteristics
of the abnormal area intensively andmake a clinical diagnosis
eventually. Hence, the lesion area is an important basis for
doctors to make a diagnosis. The purpose is to enhance
contrast further for the lesion area, thereby enhancing the
visual quality of medical images for better diagnosis due
to medical images which have been made a preliminary
contrast enhancement through medical imaging instrument
before image display. Therefore, the proposed scheme adopts
distance regularized level set evolution [25] to extract lesion,
which is suitable for various types of medical images, such
as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), ultrasound imaging (USI) and so on. Due to space
limit, we briefly describe the process of lesion extraction. The
detailed implementation can be found in [25].

(1) Lesion initialization: the approximate position of lesion
is marked in red rectangle manually as shown in Fig.5 (b),
(e) and (h).

(2) Lesion extraction: the accurate lesion area is adap-
tively circled by the method of distance regularized level
set evolution as shown in Fig.5 (c), (f) and (i). The area
drawn by the red line is the lesion area where it is denoted
as L.

Let I be a medical image and I (x, y) be a pixel located at
the coordinate (x, y) on I . A binary image Ib(x, y) is generated
by

Ib(x, y) =

{
1, I (x, y) ∈ L
0, others

(1)

where L is the lesion area. ‘‘1’’ in Ib denotes the lesion area.
‘‘0’’ in Ib denotes the non-lesion area. We can extract lesion
from I in accordance with Ib.

2) DATA EMBEDDING
To protect patients’ privacy, privacy data is embedded into
medical images. For improve visual quality of medical
images, data is embedded into the lesion area preferentially
to enhance contrast. The rest of data is embedded into the
non-lesion area to achieve the higher payload. To achieve
reversibility, the auxiliary information needs to be embed-
ded into the image. This section details the process of data
embedding.

a: EMBEDDING IN THE LESION AREA
Medical images’ lesion area is the important basis for doctors
to make a diagnosis. We aim at enhancing the contrast of
lesion area for improving the quality of medical images and
achieving RDH meanwhile. To enhance contrast, the lesion
area is stretched firstly. As a result, there are empty bins in
the gray histogram. Data is sequentially embedded into the
empty bins of the stretched histogram. And the contrast of
lesion area is enhanced further, which is similar to the effect
of histogram equalization. The embedding steps in the lesion
area are detailed as follows:

(1) The value of pixel in the lesion area is stretched firstly.
The original value Io will be stretched to Il , when the value is
stretched from [Imax , Imin] into [Lmax ,Lmin] as follow:

Il = round
[
(Lmax − Lmin) ∗

Io − Imin
Imax − Imin

]
(2)

where Il is the pixel in the lesion area after stretched. In gen-
eral, Lmin = 0 and Lmax = 255.
(2) To avoid the overflow problem and the underflow prob-

lem, data is embedded by shifting histogram from left to right
if the pixel Il is in [0,126], or data is embedded by shifting
histogram from right to left if the pixel Il is in [129,255].
Calculate the gray histogram of lesion area. The marked pixel
I ′l is modified by

I ′l =



Il + bi, if Il = Im && 0 ≤ Il ≤ 126
&& h(Il + 1) = 0

Il − bi, if Il = Im && 129 ≤ Il ≤ 255
&& h(Il − 1) = 0

Il, if Il 6= Im

(3)

In which Il is the unmodified pixel in the lesion area. Im is the
pixel value of peak bin in the gray histogram. bi is the data
to be embedded. h(Il) is the frequency of pixel Il in the gray
histogram of lesion area.
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(3) Repeat step (2) until there is no empty bin to be embed-
ded or all data is embedded into the lesion area. The pixel
value of peak bin in each round is embedded as the part of
privacy data into the next round.

b: EMBEDDING IN THE NON-LESION AREA
To achieve the higher embedding rate, the rest data is embed-
ded into the non-lesion area when there is no empty bin to
embed data in the lesion area. We adopts a high-capacity
RDH method [26] that can achieve the high embedding rate.
The embedding steps in the non-lesion area are detailed as
follows:

(1) Select one of four prediction modes in [27] and calcu-
late the prediction error ei,j by

ei,j = Ii,j − pi,j (4)

In which the prediction value pi,j is predicted by its neighbors
simply using the interpolation technique in [28].

(2) Calculate the value of smoothness σ which measures
whether the pixel Ii,j is smooth or complex by standard devi-
ation of Ii,j and its eight surrounding neighbors.

σ =

√√√√√√√√√√

∑
k∈{−1,0,1}

(Ii−k,j+1−u)

8

+

∑
k∈{−1,0,1}

(Ii−k,j−1−u)

8

+

∑
k∈{±1}

(Ii−k,j−u)

8

(5)

In which u is the mean of Ii,j and its eight surrounding
neighbors.

(3) The expanded prediction error e′i,j is calculate by Eq.(6)
if σ < Tv.

e′i,j =


ei,j ∗ 4+ bi, if − Tp ≤ ei,j < Tp
ei,j − 3 ∗ Tp, if ei,j ≤ −Tp − 1
ei,j + 3 ∗ Tp, if ei,j ≥ Tp

(6)

In which bi ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, Tv and Tp are thresholds detailed
in [26].
e′i,j is calculate by Eq.(7) if σ ≥ Tv.

e′i,j =


ei,j ∗ 2+ bi, if − Tp ≤ ei,j < Tp
ei,j − Tp, if ei,j ≤ −Tp − 1
ei,j + Tp, if ei,j ≥ Tp

(7)

In which bi ∈ {0, 1}.
(4) The marked pixel I ′i,j is got by

I ′i,j = pi,j + e′i,j (8)

In which I ′i,j should be in [0,255]. If an overflow or underflow
problem occurs, we need the location map to record the
overflow or underflow situation.

Step (1)-(4) are the process of a layer embedding. If a layer
embedding does not meet the required embedding rate, repeat
step (1)-(4) until all data is embedded into the image.

FIGURE 6. The four sides of image.

c: EMBEDDING OF THE AUXILIARY INFORMATION
In order to extract data completely and recover image loss-
lessly, the auxiliary information, such as the edge of lesion
area, the value of peak bin Im in the last embedding round of
lesion area, the threshold Tv and Tp, the number of embedding
layer, the end of symbol and the compressed location map in
the non-lesion area, needs to be embedded into image. The
four sides of medical image do not contain critical informa-
tion, so they are used to embed the auxiliary information.
As shown in Fig.6, the size of the image is X ∗ Y , h rows
and h columns of the image’s sides without first M pixels
are the place to embed the auxiliary information by replacing
least significant bit (LSB). It is worth noting that h rows and
h columns of the image’s sides are segmented firstly and
they do not participate in the embedding process of lesion or
non-lesion area. h (2 bits), the number of LSB plane (2 bits)
and the end of symbol (log2X+ log2Y bits) are put in the first
M (M = 2+2+ log2X+ log2Y ) pixels’ LSB. Original LSBs
of h rows and h columns in image’s four sides are embedded
into the non-lesion area to vacate room which is used to
embed the auxiliary information after all data is embedded
into image.

B. HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION BASED ON CHAOTIC
MAP
To prevent image content from being maliciously read or
leaked, the marked image is transformed into unintelligi-
ble ciphertext data by additive homomorphism algorithm to
increase security. Only with the secret key, can the image be
decrypted. To increase image security further, the Piecewise
Linear Chaotic Map is used to generate the secret key which
is hard to break. As shown in Fig.7, homomorphic encryption
based on chaotic map encrypts the marked image M into the
encrypted image C .

The secure performance of encryption is related to the
secret key closely. Since chaotic systems can generate
pseudo-random sequences with randomness, non-correlation
and complexity. And they are particularly sensitive to ini-
tial values and parameters. Thus, the proposed encryption
scheme uses a chaotic generator based on the Piecewise
Linear Chaotic Map [29] to generate the secret key. In addi-
tion, the advantage of the secret key via chaotic generator
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FIGURE 7. Diagram of the proposed encryption.

is that its space is large, the randomness is strong, and the
distribution of key is simple and convenient. The generation
of secret key is shown in Fig.7. Firstly, input the initial
value x0 and the parameter c, and the chaotic generator
generates a pseudo-random sequence R which is in [0, 1].
Secondly, quantize R into random integral sequence S which
is in [0,255] by Eq.(9) to adapt to image encryption. Finally,
the secret sequence are generated and K = (c, x0) is regarded
as the ultimate secret key.

S = mod(round((1− (R ∗ 103

− round(R ∗ 103))) ∗ 105), 256) (9)

Homomorphic encryption is special among encryption algo-
rithms, because the encrypted domain can be directly oper-
ated without the original image content. In other words,
the encrypted image is not required to be decrypted firstly,
then recalculated, and finally encrypted. Homomorphic
encryption simplifies the process of operation and ensures
the security of image. Therefore, the proposed encryption
scheme adopts the additive homomorphism as Eq.(10). The
calculation of the propose algorithms is simple, and no data
expansion is generated. What is more, the encrypted domain
can be directly calculated as E(M1+M2, S1+S2) = (C1+
C2)mod 256 = C1⊕C2 where⊕ is the modularN addition.
It can achieve the authentication and retrieval of encrypted
images and so on. The arithmetic addition of plaintext is equal
to the modular addition of ciphertext. If M2 is plaintext, that
is,K2 is 0, the modular addition of ciphertext is asC1⊕C2 =
E(M1 + M2, S1). When M2 is the medical authentication
or retrieval data, the modular addition of ciphertext is equal
to the arithmetic addition of plaintext, which means that
ciphertext authentication or retrieval succeeds.

E(M , S) = (M + S) mod N (10)

In which M represents the set of the plaintexts, C represents
the set of the ciphertexts, E() represents the operation of
encryption, S denotes the secret sequences, andN is 256. The
steps of encryption are described as follows:

(1) Input K to obtain the random sequences R
(2) Quantize the random sequences R into S which is in

[0,255] by Eq.(9).
(3) Encrypt image by Eq.(10).

C. IMAGE DECRYPTION
To read image content, the encrypted image can be decrypted
to obtain the marked image with the secret key. Otherwise,

the encrypted image cannot be decrypted without the correct
key. The steps of decryption are described as follows:

(1) Input K to obtain the random sequence R.
(2) Quantize the random sequence R into the integral

sequence S by Eq.(9).
(3) Decrypt image by Eq.(11)

D(C, S) = (C − S) mod N (11)

where D() represents the operation of encryption

D. DATA EXTRACTION AND IMAGE RECOVERY
The marked images with contrast enhancement are obtained
after decryption. If doctors want to learn about information
related patients or patient himself wants to know diagnostic
records and results, data can be extracted and the medi-
cal image can be recovered completely with authorization.
This section details the process of data extraction and image
recovery.

(1) Extract first M pixels’ LSB in four sides of image to
obtain h, the number of LSB plane and the end of symbol.

(2) Extract all auxiliary information from four sides of
image except for the firstM pixels, such as the edge of lesion
area, the value of peak bin Im in the last embedding round of
lesion area, the threshold Tv and Tp, the number of embedding
layer, the end of symbol and the compressed location map
in the non-lesion area. And decompress the location map of
non-lesion area.

(3) Extract the lesion area and the rest of image is the
non-lesion area according to the edge of lesion area.

(4) In the non-lesion area, if σ < Tv, data bi and the
prediction error ei,j are calculated by Eq.(12) and Eq.(13)
respectively.

bi = e′i,j − 4
⌊
e′i,j
/
4
⌋

(12)

where bi ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.

ei,j =


e′i,j + 3 ∗ Tp, if e′i,j ≤ −4Tp−1
e′i,j − 3 ∗ Tp, if e′i,j ≥ 4Tp⌊
e′i,j/4

⌋
, if − 4Tp ≤ e′i,j ≤ 4Tp−1

(13)

If σ ≥ Tv, data bi and the prediction error ei,j are calculated
by Eq.(14) and Eq.(15) respectively.

bi = e′i,j − 2
⌊
e′i,j
/
2
⌋

(14)

where bi ∈ {0, 1}.

ei,j =


e′i,j + Tp, if e′i,j ≤ −2Tp−1
e′i,j − Tp, if e′i,j ≥ 2Tp⌊
e′i,j/2

⌋
, if − 2Tp ≤ e′i,j ≤ 2Tp−1

(15)

The original pixel Ii,j in the non-lesion area is recovered by

Ii,j = pi,j + ei,j (16)

Repeat the process of extraction and recovery in the
non-lesion area until all embedded data of the non-lesion area
is extracted.
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FIGURE 8. Original medical images.

(5) Obtain LSBs of image’s four sides from data which just
has been extracted from the non-lesion area to recover four
sides of image.

(6) In the lesion area, data extraction and image recovery
are as follows:

bi =


1, if 0 ≤ I ′l ≤ 126 && Il = Im + 1
1, if 129 ≤ I ′l ≤ 255 && Il = Im − 1
0, others

(17)

Il =


I ′l − 1, if 0 ≤ I ′l ≤ 126 && Il = Im + 1
I ′l + 1, if 129 ≤ I ′l ≤ 255 && Il = Im − 1
I ′l , others

(18)

(7) The pixel Il in the lesion area is recovered to Io which
is the pixel before stretched.

Io = round
[

Il
Lmax − Lmin

∗ (Imax − Imin)+ Imin

]
(19)

III. EXPERIMENTS
We discuss the performance of RDH and encryption respec-
tively to show the characteristic of proposed framework
through lots of experiments. The experiments are tested by
coding the algorithm in MATLAB 2016 running on Window
10 and run on a 64-bit PC with Intel (R) Core (TM) CPU
@3.90 GHz and 4G RAM. We choose three different kinds
which are often made to examine body in hospital to show the
experiment results: CT mainly examines bone, joint, organ in
thorax etc. through X-ray; MRI mainly examines brain, soft
tissue of the whole body etc. through electromagnetic wave;
USI mainly examines abdomen, blood vessel etc. through
ultrasound. And, we choose 24 medical images [30] in Fig.8
randomly due to space limit. In particular, there are 8 medical
images with different lesion in each type medical images
respectively. In this section, the experimental results and
analysis are introduced in detail.

A. EXPERIMENTS OF RDH
To illustrate the performance of the proposed RDH scheme,
we do two series of experiments: discuss the experiment
results in the lesion area, and compare the contrast perfor-
mance of the proposed method in the lesion area with that
of other methods which are Yang [10], Wu [8], Gao [11]
and Yang [12]’s RDH with contrast enhancement at different
embedding rate.

We first compare themethod of lesion extraction in the pro-
posed scheme with Gao [11] and Yang’s [12] methods due to
Yang [10] and Wu’s [8] methods without segmentation. ROI
methods based on threshold segmentation divide images into
foreground and background. Foreground is regarded as ROI
in which doctors are interested and background is regarded
as NROI which do not contain the key information. Here,
‘‘CT1’’, ‘‘MRI1’’ and ‘‘USI1’’ are taken as examples in Fig.9.
Fig.9 (b), (f) and (j) belong to ROI by Otsu [11]. In particular,
(j) ignores the important place which is the lesion area by
Otsu. Fig.9 (c), (g) and (k) belong to ROI through ATD [12].
Fig.9 (d), (h) and (l) are the lesion area by the way of lesion
extraction. We can conclude that ROI is just the place which
is sweeping, and it is not intuitive to observe. The lesion
area is the doctor’s focus and used as the basis for clinical
diagnosis. The way of lesion extraction is performed for
targeting the lesion area, and the effect of segmentation is
clear and intuitive to observe. So the proposed scheme has
an advantage over other segmentation methods for the lesion
area.

From the subjective visual and objective data, we dis-
cuss the performance of contrast enhancement and the max-
imum embedding bits in the lesion area. In Fig.10, ‘‘CT1’’,
‘‘MRI1’’ and ‘‘USI1’’ are taken as examples. The contrast
of lesion area in three different types of medical images
is enhanced obviously in 0.1 bpp, 0.6 bpp, 0.8 bpp and
1 bpp respectively. Because data is embedded into empty
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FIGURE 9. The comparison of lesion extraction with ROI segmentation
methods.

FIGURE 10. The original image and marked images in different
embedding rate.

bins in the lesion area, there is the maximum embedding
bits. As shown in Table 1, there are 99488 bits, 132437 bits
and 52438 bits in the lesion area of three medical images
respectively, the corresponding value of no-reference con-
trast distortion image quality assessment (NR-CDIQA) [31]
is 2.9039, 2.5891 and 2.8980 respectively, and the cor-
responding value of no-reference improved contrast dis-
tortion image quality assessment (NR-ICDIQA) [32] is
2.9894, 2.9784 and 2.9806 respectively. Here, NR-CDIQA
and NR-ICDIQA are no-reference image quality assess-
ment (IQA) methods based on the principle of natural scene
statistics (NSS) only for contrast enhancement. NR-CDIQA
and NR-ICDIQA methods can effectively assess the quality
of contrast-enhancement images. The higher the scores of
NR-CDIQA and NR-ICDIQA are, the better the quality of
images is.

We discuss the contrast enhancement performance of pro-
posed method in the lesion area and make comparisons with
Yang [10], Wu [8], Gao [11] and yang [12]’s methods which
are also RDH with contrast enhancement at different embed-
ding rates. As shown in Table 2-7, we also calculate peak
signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index

TABLE 1. The value of NR-CDIQA, NR-ICDIQA and the maximum
embedding bits in the lesion area.

TABLE 2. The value of assessment parameters by the proposed method
compared with other methods in an image ‘‘CT1’’.

measurement (SSIM). It is worth noting that PSNR and SSIM
are traditional methods of image quality assessment. PSNR
is based on the error between the marked image and the
original image. It is an image quality assessment for error
sensitive image. But it does take the human visual charac-
teristics into account. SSIM is a full-reference image quality
assessment which reflects the structural characteristics of the
image, but it ignores the underlying visual characteristics
of the human visual system. Therefore, PSNR and SSIM
do not evaluate the image with contrast enhancement well.
We use NR-CDIQA and NR-ICDIQA methods to assess the
quality of marked images. In this paper, we take ‘‘CT1’’,
‘‘MRI1’’ and ‘‘USI1’’ as examples of three types of medical
images in Table 2, 4 and 6. NR-CDIQA and NR-ICDIQA
value of three medical images by the proposed RDH in lesion
area RDH are higher than those of other RDH methods
in 0.1 bpp, 0.6 bpp, 0.8 bpp and 1 bpp respectively. We also
calculate the average values of assessment parameters for
three types of medical images in Table 3, 5 and 7. The
average NR-CDIQA and NR-ICDIQA value of three types
of marked images by the proposed RDH in lesion area RDH
are higher than those of other RDH methods in 0.1 bpp,
0.6 bpp, 0.8 bpp and 1 bpp respectively. Experimental results
show that the contrast of marked images in the lesion area is
enhanced obviously and the proposed method is better than
other contrast-enhancement RDH methods for lesion area at
different embedding rates.

Next, we analyze the reasons why the proposed method
is better than Yang [10], Wu [8], Gao [11] and Yang’s [12]
methods. Yang’s [10] method prioritizes to embed data into
the texture region by prediction error histogram. Lesion is
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TABLE 3. The average value of assessment parameters by the proposed
method compared with other methods in a type of medical images ‘‘CT’’.

TABLE 4. The value of assessment parameters by the proposed method
compared with other methods in an image ‘‘MRI1’’.

TABLE 5. The average value of assessment parameters by the proposed
method compared with other methods in a type of medical images ‘‘MRI’’.

not the texture region necessarily. So, Yang’s method does
not enhance the contrast of lesion area effectively. Wu’s [8]
method embeds data into images by histogram shifting. It first
chooses the highest two bins, and keeps the bins between
the two peaks unchanged and shifts the other bins outwards.

TABLE 6. The value assessment parameters by the proposed method
compared with other methods in an image ‘‘USI1’’.

TABLE 7. The average value of assessment parameters by the proposed
method compared with other methods in a type of medical images ‘‘USI’’.

The contrast of image is not obviously enhanced at the low
embedding rate. Gao [11] and Yang’s [12] methods first seg-
mented medical image into ROI and NROI, then embedded
data into ROI preferentially. However, ROI is not the exact
lesion area, they can not directly improve the contrast of the
lesion area. The proposed method adopts DRLSE to extract
lesion. It is goal-oriented and intuitive for medical images.
In the lesion area, pixels are stretched to enhance contrast.
Data is first embedded into empty bins of stretched histogram
to enhance contrast further. The contrast of lesion area is obvi-
ously enhanced at the low embedding rate. In addition, it can
avoid the overflow and underflow problems. In the non-lesion
area, the rest of data is embedded by the high-capacity embed-
ding way to achieve the higher payload. Through a lot of
experiments, the quality of marked images in the lesion area
is obviously better than other RDH methods with contrast
enhancement.

B. EXPERIMENTS OF ENCRYPTION
To verify the security of the proposed encryption, we use
different metrics: key pace, histogram of marked images and
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TABLE 8. The value of absolute correlation coefficient of adjacent pixels, H and
∣∣ρMC

∣∣ in three medical images respectively.

FIGURE 11. The marked image, encrypted and decrypted image.

encrypted images, correlation of adjacent pixels, absolute
correlation coefficient of adjacent pixels as Eq.(20), corre-
lation coefficient between marked and encrypted images as
Eq.(21), shannon entropy of encrypted images as Eq.(22).

|cor| =

∣∣∣∣num∑
i=1

(xi − x)(yi − y)

∣∣∣∣√
(
num∑
i=1

(xi − x)2)(
num∑
i=1

(yi − y)2)

(20)

where xi and yi are ith group of adjacent pixel pair. x and y are
the average of adjacent pixels. num is the number of adjacent
pixel pair.

ρMC =
E [(M − E(M )) (C − E(C))]

√
D(M )D(C)

(21)

where M denotes the matrix of the marked image or the
marked image, and C denotes the matrix of the encrypted
image, E and D are the expectation and the variance respec-
tively.

H (C) = −
255∑
l=0

P(al) log 2(P(al)) (22)

where C is a X ∗ Y image with 256 grey-levels al (0 ≤ l <
256) and P(al) is the probability of al .

We first analyze the key space. The secret key plays an
important role in an encryption scheme. The secret key should
have large size to resist the brute-force attack. The calcula-
tion accuracy of key parameters is 10−14 if the computer’

FIGURE 12. The histogram of marked and encrypted images respectively.

calculation accuracy is 10−14, the key space of the proposed
encryption is 1014 ∗ 1014 and it is so large that the proposed
encryption can resist brute-force attacks.

As we can see in Fig.11, ‘‘CT1’’, ‘‘MRI1’’ and ‘‘USI1’’
are as examples of three types of medical images. Fig.11 (a),
(d) and (g) are marked images, Fig.11 (b), (e) and (h) are
encrypted images which are unable to read the original con-
tent, Fig.11 (c), (f) and (i) are decrypted images with right
key. Image histogram reflects the distribution of pixels. The
more uniform distribution of encrypted pixels is, the better the
proposed encryption is. Histograms of encrypted images are
uniform compared with marked images’ histogram in Fig.12.
The correlation of adjacent pixels in the encrypted images
is very high. We calculate the correlation of horizontal, ver-
tical and diagonal adjacent pixels by choosing 5000 pixel
pairs randomly respectively. ‘‘CT1’’ is as an example
in Fig.13, there is no correlation between adjacent pixels in
encrypted images. So, attackers can’t obtain any useful infor-
mation about the original images from their pixel distribu-
tions and pixel correlation. The proposed encryption can
resist statistical attacks.

We calculate absolute correlation coefficient of horizon-
tal, vertical and diagonal adjacent pixels in the encrypted
image, absolute correlation coefficient between the marked
and encrypted image, and shannon entropy respectively
in Table 8 and 9. Correlation coefficient of horizontal, vertical
and diagonal adjacent pixels show a quantity analysis of pixel
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FIGURE 13. The adjacent pixels’ correlation of the marked and encrypted
image in ‘‘CT1’’.

TABLE 9. The average value of absolute correlation coefficient of adjacent
pixels, H and

∣∣ρMC
∣∣ in three types of medical images respectively.

correlation. The absolute value of correlation coefficient of
adjacent pixels is closer to 0, the pixel correlation is weaker,
and the encrypted image is harder to break. Correlation
coefficient between marked and encrypted image symbolizes
the difference between the marked and encrypted image.
The smaller correlation coefficient is, the larger difference
between the marked and encrypted image is, the better the
proposed encryption is. The pixels of a encrypted image
are expected to randomly distribute to resist various secu-
rity attacks. Shannon entropy provides a strict description
to the randomness of image pixels. Shannon entropy of
encrypted images is closer to 8, the randomness of cipertext
images is so stronger that it is hard to decrypt without key.
Table 8 shows the value of assessment parameters in ‘‘CT1’’,
‘‘MRI1’’ and ‘‘USI1’’ respectively, and Table 9 shows the
average value of assessment parameters in three types med-
ical images respectively. They show that the correlation of
encrypted image is very weak, and the randomness of the
encrypted image is large. Hence, we can conclude that the
proposed encryption can resist statistical attacks by analyz-
ing histogram, correlation and shannon entropy. As a result,
the proposed encryption scheme can increase image security
well.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a secure and high visual-quality
framework for medical images by contrast-enhancement
RDH and homomorphic encryption. In this framework, RDH
based on lesion extraction achieves privacy protection and
medical images’ visual quality improvement, and homomor-
phic encryption based on chaotic map protects image from
attacks. Through a lot of experiments, the proposed RDH

scheme has an advantage over other segmentation meth-
ods for lesion area. NR-CDIQA and NR-ICDIQA value of
marked images by the proposed RDH are higher than those
of other RDH methods with contrast enhancement in the
lesion area, which indicates that the contrast enhancement
performance of proposed RDH is better than that of other
RDH methods with contrast enhancement for lesion area.
The correlation of encrypted images and marked images is
very weak and the randomness of encrypted images is large,
which show that the proposed encryption scheme can protect
image content and increase image security. And the proposed
encryption scheme can increases security of medical images
well. In conclusion, the proposed framework can increase
the security of medial data and improve the visual quality of
medical images effectively. In the future, the method of adap-
tive lesion extraction, such as machine learning, reversible
data hiding for improving the quality of medical images and
encryption for increasing the security of medical images will
be researched further.
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